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Abstract

29

From the time when the Nativity Scene started in India and onwards , the style of carving the
Nativ ity Scene changed and developed step by step. When Indian Civilization spreads in
Myanmar, theNativity Scenes are found in Terracoua Votive tablets at S'riksctra (2nd.91h

Centuries A.D.), Pyu city. In Bagan period (l l 1h · 13lh Centuries A.D.), many kinds of raw
materials were used to make the Nativity Scenes and different styles were produced. The
Nat ivity Scenes of Pyu and Bagan period arc here described in compares with the Nativity
Scenes oflnd ia and the count ries where Buddhism flourished.
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Introdu ction

After Buddhism developed the depic tions of the life of Gotama Buddha in India was
notexecuted in human forms . The art of scu lpture in stone emerged durin g the Kushan perio d
(A.D.100 - 300) in Mathura and Ghandara areas. In one way sculptures app eared with the
cmcrgcnccof Mahayana sects where Gotama Buddha was transformed and worshipped from a
teacher to ancverlasting god complete with supernatural powcrs (Zaw Tun , 1975, 83). Before
sculptures of the Buddha appeared in form bas-rel ief o f four princ iple scenes were
implemen ted as symbols of the Buddha. The birth of the Buddha was depicted as Maya
standing and holding the bran ch of the sal tree (Foucher 1934, Plate II, III and IV). The
Bodhisatta was not depicted in the scene. Instead.four Catumaharajas arc seen holdin g up the
footprin ts of the Bodhisana on the panther skin.2 In some depictions, a lotus flowcr is found on
the ground.' Instead of the figur e of the Buddha for the en lightenment scen e, a Bodhi tree is
depict ed on the throne. The sermon delivered to thepancavaggiya has been depicted with a
dhammacakka symbo l" and two deer' underneath it. Entering nibbanna scene has bee n
dep icted with a cedi.6 Figures or symbols used instead of the Budd ha arc eleph ant ," hull ,S
horse ,9 iion, 1O etc. These figurcs which symbolized thc Buddha were created dur ing the time of
of King Asoka (273 - 232 B.C.) and the kings of Sung a Dynas ty (lS5 - 73 B.C.) (Zaw Tun ,
1975. 85-6) (Than Tu n 2002, 8- 11). After those periods, the depiction of the birth of Buddha
was not represented as a bull , lotu s Dower or footpr ints but the Indians acquired the art of
portraying in human form from the Persians and Greeks. Th is fact was affirmed because the
Persians and the Greeks influenced the northern part of India ll where the life of the Buddha

I Professor/Head, Department of Archaeology, University of'Yango»
2The seven steps that were taken after the birth of Buddha were symbolized by footprints.
3This is to symbolize the seven lotus flowers that emerged for the seven steps the Bodbisaua took after his birth.

The lotus symbol can be taken as growing out from noble pureness, glory, auspiciousn ess.
4 The first sermon delivered by the Buddha is symbolized by the Dhannnacakka symbol.
5 As the first sermon was delivered at the deer park, the figures of deer denote the delivering of Dhammacakka

sermon.
6Cedisymbol is used to symbolize the death of Buddha.
7 In the dream the Buddha's mother Maha Maya felt that an elephant entered her womb. In another way this was

how she conceived. Thus an elephant figure symbolizes the embryo of the Buddha in [the mother's} womb.
g The Buddha was born on the full moon of Kason. In both Sanskrit and Pali the period falls under Taurus and the

the bull is its zodiac sign. Thus a bull figure represents the birth, The day he entered nibbann a was-also on the
full moon day of'Kason. Thus the bull figure also denotes the demise of the Buddha.

9 As Prince Siddhattha renounced the world on a horse it symbolizes the renunciation.
10 The lion figure symbolizes the enlightenment ofBuddha.

11Rajagaha, Sarnath, Gandhara, Mathura, and Patna.
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. started to be portrayed in human form (Than Tun 2000, 3-4) (Tin Maung Yin, 1970. 33-36) '.
Especially when the Greeks in India took up Buddhi sm, they introduced, they assimilated their
native philosophy with Buddhist philosophy and started to make Buddha images. For the birth
scene of the Buddha their ideal image was influenced by the Yakshi figures at the entrance of
the stupa in Bharut built in 200 B.C. because, the stone relief of Yakshi figures and the birth
scene of Queen Malia Maya look the same. There is no difference in Maha Maya's posture
with the Yakshi standing and holding the branch of a tree in tribhanga form (Galloway 2004,
2) . In Ghandara where a lot of Greeks lived in the northern part of India Greco-Roman art is
found evidently. The kings of Kushan period (A.D. 100-300) and Gupta period (A.D. 400-600)
were known for the transformation of Greco-Indian 311 to pure Indian art form. The spread of
Buddhism and Indian Buddhist art were not only brought about by these kings but Indian
merchants and those who were searching for new territory brought to Myanmar and other
Southeast Asia countries.

Ear ll' ll uddhist Literature

There is division re¥a rding Buddhism that had entered into Myanmar (Bisho ff 1995, 4
I I) (Than Tun 2002, 3-7). Accord ing to archaeological excavations regarding Buddhism, the
earliest supporting evidence had been found in Pyu city of S' riksetra (A.D. 200 - 900).
Writ ings associated with Buddha sasana in Pyu mixed with Pali and Sanskrit were found
inscribed on stone images, large stone slabs silver bodhi tree throne, votive tablets and gold
plates. Pali and Pyu inscriptions were inscribed all around the four sides of the throne of a
broken stone image without head found at Kan-wctgaung-kon (Duro iselle 1930, 128, PL. LIV
h). Holy discourses such as Mauro sutta, A/angola SUlfa, and Ratana sulfa from the pari/a
were inscribed on stone and placed at the entrance of the city. The inscr iptions at Shwe Gate3

were of South Indian script, thought to be the style from A.D. 600 (Sein Maung 00 1968, 167).
The names of the four Buddhas and the four savakas around the circumference of the silver
bodhi tree repousse were inscribed (Duroiselle 1930, J76. PL. XXXVllI c). The earliest
excerpts from the Pi/aka inscribed on twenty sheets of gold were excavated from Khin Ba
mound. Excerpts such as Siddham Avijja paccayasankhara from the Abhidhamma and
Viniyapi/akal were inscribed (Duro iselle 1930, 179-80). There arc also gold plates inscribed
with the attributes of the Buddha such as lnpisobagava arahan samma sambhudo (Duroiselle
1930, 109, PI. LI, i i). The two Maung Kan gold plates arc also notable. Excerpt s from the
Buddhist p ilaka are inscribed in Pali (Lu Pe Win, 1953, 10). Regardi ng the handwritings on the
plates, they can be asserted as Kadamba script from south India of A. D. 600 (May J956,46).
Thus, it can be asse rted that Buddhism had arrived in Myanmar since A. D. 600 via S' riksetra,
Not only texts associated with Buddhism but also cedis, temples, Buddha images and several
votive tablets were found, Hindu images and Brahma images were also excavated. As Sanskrit
literature, Hindu and Brahma images were found Buddhism in S' riksetra could be said as
influenced Mahayana Buddhism.

I a) The 519 B.C. stone inscription of Emperor Darius and another after this period mentioned that Gandhara and
other areas of India were included in the Persian Empire.
b) In 322 B.C., the king of Macedonia, Alexander the Great conquered the northem part of India which the
Persians had taken and left a governor to rule instead.

2 Some scholars stated that Tapussa and Bhalika had brought the hairs of Buddha while he was living and
brought back to be enshrined in the Shwedagon pagoda. Some asserted that it had already arrived in
Suvannabhumi assumed to be situated in lower Myanmar through missionaries sent to nine quarters and places
during the reign of King Asoka.

3 Shwedaga gate
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Buddhism in Bagan

Buddhism must have arrived firstly in Bagan via S'riksetra. The early Buddhi sm that
arrived was associated with Mahayana sect because the Buddh a sculptures and paintings have
Bodhisattas flanking the Buddha. During the reign of Anawrahta (1044 - 1077) when Shin
Araha n, monks and the p itikas got to Bagan from Thaton, Theravada Buddhism gradually won
over. However, regarding the arrival of Buddhism to Bagan from Thaton, as. there 'is no
contemporary stone evidenc e of that period the assertion of scholars vad es (Than Tun' 2002,
6). The Buddhism that arrived in Bagan from Thaton and S'rike shtra was Mahanayana
Buddhism which flouri shed in Kalin ga district in east India, Talingana district, Ainaravati in
Anda district. Later Buddhism di sappea red in eas tern part of India and southern Buddh ism,
Theravada Buddhism gradually became influenced-during the reign' of Htihlaingmin-t l Oxo
I I 13) it came from Concipura in the south and Sri Lanka. Therefo re, the first part of sasana of
Pyu, Mon and Myanmar cannot be denied that it was influenced by Mahayana Buddhism (Po
Lau 1962, 19-20).

Na tivity Scene

According to the excavations at S' riksetra, the ancient Pyu is the earliest evidence of
the founding of Buddh ism the bir th scene of the Buddha was also found there. The birth scenes
were done in s tone carvings and in clay votive tablets. In terracotta votive tablets the eight
principle scenes were done in relief. Some differences are found there. Maha Maya and
MahaPajapati were in the same size and stood together on a square platform. The Bodh isatta
stands a little lower on a platform at his mother 's right side, hands together on the chest as if
paying respect to his mother. The left hand of Maim Maya is on the shoulder of Pajapati and
her right hand hold the bending branch of the sal tree in tribhanga position. Maya's left foot
bends a little to the back as safety in holding up the we ight of the body. In one way, Maim
Maya stance does not look as if she is giving birth but dancing. All the figures face front. The
above -mentioned style can be seen in the stone bas-reliefs of the eight principle scenes of
Varanas i, Shibbati and Bihar. The stone reliefs from lndia were executed earlier than the ones
of S'riksetra and of a better quality. The birth scene in bronze of Bagan period resembles the
one of S'riksetra. All the clothes of S' riksetra seem to be of thin material worn tightly to the
skin so it can be said that the style was influenced by later Gupta period. Anot her bir th scene:
Malia Maya and the Bodhisatta can be seen sta nding together on a square platform but the
figure of Pajapati was not included. The left hand of Maha Maya is on the hip, the right hand
holds the sal branch as if to holding onto it for gathering strength the body in three-fold
position. The Bodhisatta can be seen standing at the right knee of his mother with hands
together at chest in paying respect position. A flying deva can be seen above the Bodhisatta.
The figures in the bas -relief wore thin clinging clothes. Similar style of this birth scene can be
seen in Bagan votive tab lets. Moreover, it also resembles the figure of Malia Maya in the stone
birth scene from Andra area. This piece from Andra is the most symmetrical of all.

A sandstone carving of Bodhisatta' s birth was found at Shwenyaungbin ridge. Both
Maha Maya and Pajapati can be seen standin g together on a platform in abanga form. The
Bodhisatta stands on a lotus platform a little higher than the former two. Maha Maya and
Pajapati are almost in the same height with Maya having her left hand on Pajapati' s shoulder
and holding the branch of the sal tree with her right. Pajapati holds the waist of Maha Maya
supporting her. Their features are round and smiling. The Bodhisatta stands at the right of
Maha Maya wearing a headdress fully clothed. Both his hands are placed at the chest in anj ali
mudra. The eyes of the Bodhisatta are cast downwards and his face looks tranquil. The figures
do not have plasticity and the clothes cling tightly as if they are wet. The style is similar to the
figures in Ananda and Myinkaba Gubyauknge temples of Bagan period.
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In Bagan period, the birth scene was not only made in terracotta but also in dolomite
stone, sandstone, stucco and bronze but also painted in murals. The birth scenes in Bagan
seemed to have been influenced by Pala culture of eas l India (Ga lloway 2004, 3). There arc
many differences in the birth scene found among the votive tables in Bagan. TIle first one is
Maha Maya and Pajapati stand in tribhanga position facing front. Pajapati is made smaller than
Maha Maya. Maha Maya has her left hand placed on her waist and holds the sal branch with
her right hand for support. The Bodhisatta is seen in cross-legged position with both hands at
his chest in anja li mudra as if paying respect to the mother. This style is not found in India.
Also in Bagan, it is found only in terracotta tablets. The clothes of all the figures cling tightly
to the body. The birth scene is identical with the votive tablet of S'riksetra so it obvious that
the style copied from Pyu terracotta tablet. Among the Bagan period terracotta tablets is the
most extraordinary. In this picture, the figures of the Bodhisatta, Maim Maya and Pajapati arc
made almost in the same height. All three stand in a stra ight position except their heads, their
features facing front. Maha Maya's Icft hand rest on Pajapati' s shoulder leaning onto her and
the right hand holds the sa l branch. Pajapati holds Maya' s back with her right hand supporti ng
her. The Bodhisatta stand on the right of Maha Maya with both hands down the sides, All the
figures look stiff and do not have any plasticity. Similar kind was not found in India but only
in tcrracotta tablets in Myanmarof Bagan period.

The birth scene is also included in the eight principle scenes made in dolomite. The
first one is Maha Maya and Pajapati are placed each on a lotus pedestal standing in abhanga
position. Maha Maya's face is round and her figure is buxom. Her face looks frontand her left
hand holds on Pajapati's shoulder for support . The right hand holds the sal branch. Pajapati' s
hands arecurved and appropriately leaning towards Maha Maya. The Bodhi satta is depicted in
two postures, one above the right hip of Maha Maya in a flying position like the devas and
anotherat the side of Maha Maya in a walkingposition. The earrings of both Maha Maya and
Pajapati arequite prominent. As usual, the clothes of all the figures cling tightly to the bodies.
As all features were executed in great detail, it is more superior to the terr acotta tablets. The
next one unlike the first one the birth scene is depicted on the right of the centra l figure of the
Buddha but rather on the left side. Maha Maya and Pajapati can be seen standing on a lotus
platform in abhanga posture. The left hand of Maha Maya is placed on Pajapati' s shoulderand
the right hand holds the sal branch for support. Paj apati also supp orts Maha Maya by holding
her backside with her right hand. The Bodhisaua can be seen at the right side of the mother
with both hands down. The figures are not supple like of the first one, Similar handwork can
be seen on the sandstone piece of Buddh a' s birth inside Kyauksagagyi temp le. The birth scene
of the Buddhacarved in dolomite can be seen in Rakhine, middle Myanmar and also in other
parts of the world.

There are stone carvings of Buddha' s birth scene in Kyaukku Umin, Kyauksagagyi,
Ananda, temple no. 820 and Myinkaba Kubyauknge. Among them, the one in Kyaukku Umin
is the oldest piece. In the picture, both Maha Maya and Pajapati stand on a square platform at
the same level in tribhanga posture . The left hand of Maha Maya is on the shoulder ofPajapati.
The right hand holds the sal branch. Pajapati takes in her left hand the hand of Maha Maya
which is on her shou lder. Her right hand is curved in front in a supporting pose. The style of
Pajapati takes in her left hand the hand of Maha Maya, which is on her shoulder and her right
hand, is curved in front in a supporting pose can be seen in sandstone sculptures and mural
paintings starting from Bagan period. However, it is not found in terracotta and dolomite
votive tablets yet. The Bagan sculptures and artists portrayed the intim acy between Maha
Maya and Pajapati. More over instead of the usual portrayal of the left hand of Pajapati take
the hand of Maha Maya probably because it interfered with the figure of Bodhisatta placed on
the side of his mother. Faces of both women aresmilingand face front. Their busts are buxom
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and their waists are small. The clothes they wear cling tightly to their bodies. The Bodhisatta
can be seen above the right side of his mother' s waist in cross-legged position and also
standing beside his mother fully clothed with both hands at chest as if expounding the
Dhammacakka discourse. Therefore, the stone sculpture was able to include two events in the
one piece of birth scene. Although originally the figures have plasticity and look animate due
to abrasion and scuffing, they got broken and the workm anship looked coarse.

In the birth scene of Kyauksagagyi temple, Maha Maya and Pajapati are seen standing
same level in abhanga. Maya, her eyes cast down wards holds the shoulders of Pajapati with
her left hand. The right hand holds the sal branch. Pajapati takes the hand of Maya on her
shou lder with her left hand and has her right hand curving a little in front supporting her. Due
to severe abrasion on the stone Pajapati' s facial features cannot be discerned but both faces
look front and Maya has downcast eyes and a tranquil face. The figure of Bodhisatta is not
seen at the wais t of Maha Maya, probably it might was there originally. However, the
Bodhisatta can be seen standing at the side of the mother with hands in Dhammacakka mudra.
Like the mother, the Bidh isatta also has his eyes cast dow nwards looking serene. As usual , the
clothes they wear are of thin materia l and cling to their bodies. Although the figures have thin
waists, the breasts are not very large. The decorations on the belts at the waists are exqu isitely
executed. Although the figures are in abhanga, the workmanship is excellent and looks lively.

The birth scene in sandstone carving of the Auanda temple could be said the most
lively and best hand iwork. There are five carving in stone of the birth scene inside the Ananda
temple. Out of the five, three is made the same but there are small differences in the other two.
ln the first three Maha Maya and Pajapati stands side by side in tribhanga pose on a lotus
pedestal. The left hand of Maya is placed over the shoulder of Pajapati and her right hand
holds the sal branch. Pajapati takes in her left hand the hand of Maha Maya which is on her
shoulder. Her right hand is curved in front in a supporting pose. Their faces face front and
smiling. The Bodhisa tta is seen on the tip of his mother's hip in a cross-legged position with
both hands at the chest in dhanuuacakka mudra. This is followed by the four Maha Brahmas
receiving him on a golden net, the four Catumaharaja devas receiving him on a panther' s skin,
then humans receiv ing him on raiment (Hoke Sein 1978, 652)I.Thc carvin g shows the proces s
step by step until he reached the ground in one scene. In the birth scenes of the Buddha in India
the step-by-step process of birth with Bralunas, devas and humans receiving the Bodhisatta in
sequence was not portrayed but after the birth the Brahmas, devas or humans are portrayed
receiving him in a magnificent cloth . Both Maha Maya and Pajapati have small waists and
fully formed breast s. Their attire are of fine clothes and the accessories such as earrings,
necklaces, arm lets and waistbands show that they are of distinguished noble class. In the centre
of the waistbands is an ogre's head usually found as decorative motif along the friezes of
Bagan temples. Therefore , the ogre heads in Bagan temples could be asserted as solely for
decorat ion and not for the purpose of worship. On the left of Paj apati, there are two handmaids
to assist them and one of them is carved smaller than the other is. This handmaid seems to be
supporting Pajapati. These handmaids have ordinary attire of commo ners . The stone carver
skillfully showed the difference of status in his work.

In one of the two birth scenes which are not quit e the same as the other three mentioned
above although the rest look alike, Paj apati' s right foot is different. Supporting Maha Maya,
Pajapati as if to support her body bends her right foot and cross over the back. Pajapati' s
diverse posture is seen onIy in this stone carving. The other one is quite different from the rest.
There is no difference in the postures of Maha Maya and Pajapati. The Bodhisatta is seen at the

I a very fine cloth made of the inner bark ofthe dukula plant (~.~lll~:)
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tip ofMaha Maya 's hip in cross-legged position with both hands in. Dhammacakka mudra . The
sequence of devas who came to rece ive the Bodhisatta are not included. Instead, two
handmaids holding yak tail whisks stand at left and right of Maha Maya and Pajapati. The
figure of one at the side of Pajapati is made bigger while the one beside Maim Maya is made
smaller. They wore common clothing and stand casually in tribhanga position. Stone bas
reliefs that look the same as the ones in Ananda temple arc found in Lumbini, Nalanda in India
and Nepal. As the carv ings in the Ananda temple are from early Bagan per iod, the fact that the
facial features look Indian cannot be argued. However, the post ures of Maim Maya and
Pajapati port rayed in Bagan stone carvings are not found in Indian birth scenes.

The stone carving of the birth scene in temple no.820 is also anot her good example like
in the Ananda temple where the workman had shown his skill in portraying fully in one
description. In the picture Maim Maya and Pajapati stand togethe r not exactly but slight in
tribhanga form. As usual, Maha Maya leans onto Pajapati' s shoulder with her left hand and her
right holding on to the branch . Pajapati holds Maha Maya ' s hand from the wrist with her left
hand. Pajapati' s right hand is curved in front and on the palm , she hold s a small cup. It can be
assumed as containing medicin e for Maha Maya to take after giving birth. In all the other
nativity scenes, this is not found. from their hairstyles, headdresses, earrings, necklaces,
armbands and bracelets, waistbands and anklets one cou ld know that they are not commoners.
In the middle of the wais tband is the head of an ogre. They are smiling and face front with eyes
downcast. One could clearly see Indian influence in the facia l features. The stone carve r could
portray them in a casual manner. The breasts are not too buxom and look well with narrowing
of the waist. The Bodhisette sits in pallankasana on the right hip of the mother with both hands
at chest in Dhammacakka mudra. The devas receiving him in sequence until he reach ground
where he stood on seven round objects most likely to be lotus flowers. Although the Bodhisatta
was a newborn baby, the carver had made him into a real Budd ha with hair and fully dressed .
The Bodhisatta 's left hand is at the side and the forefinger of the right hand is pointed upwards
dec laring the great three proclamation s. Acco rding to this portrayal it looks as if the carver
fashion ed that way because he already know of the Bodhi satta beco ming an enlightened
Buddh a, so it does not seem natur al. The attire of the woman on the left of Pajapati wore the
clothes of nobility and seems to hold up an umbrella. She does not have ank lets and her face
seems to be turning slightly towa rds Maha Maya and Pajapati . This parti cular stone carving is
one of the high quality carv ing during Bagan period like the ones in the Ananda temple and
workmanship could be said as early period.

Although the nativity scene in Myinkaba Kubyauk nge looks quite the same as the one
in Kyauksaga-gyi, the portr ayal of the Bodhisatta looks the same as the nativity scenes in the
Auand a temple. Although the posture of Maha Maya and Pajapati can be in tribhanga posi tion,
they look stiff. The yak ta il is not seen in Pajapati's hand but a handmaid standing to her left is
the same as the one in Ananda temple. They features seem to be smiling. Their clothes are
decorated with patterns and they look as if they arc wet.

In Bagan period, the nativity scene was also cast in bronze. Two kind s, high relief and
repousse are found in bronze nativity scenes. In the bronze high relief nativity scene, Maha
Maya and Pajapati stand together on a lotus pedestal. Maya's left hand is on the shoulder of
Pajapati and the right hand holds the branch of the sal tree. However, the tree is not depicted.
Maya 's left foot is bent to the back in order to support her weight; her eyes look down wards
and have a smiling face . Pajapati holds over the fore part Maya ' s left hand with her left giving
snpport and her right hand crosses over the waist of Maya supporting the body. The fact that
Pajapati' s left foot is slightly bent beca use she has to support the body of Maha Maya and also
she turns up her face to Maya considering on Maya' s condition. Their attire is not as elaborate
as in the stone carv ings bnt they are of good quality. The Bodhisatta is at the right of Maha
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Maya with left foot forward on a round double lotus pedestal. The Bodhisatta wears a crown
and is fully clothed. He has both his hands to the chest in anja li mudra as if paying respect to
Maha Maya. Compared to other nativity scenes the hands and feet positions and attire of the
figures in bronze carvings are unusual and different.

The workmen had unusually portrayed the nativity scene ih bronze repousse.' In
portraying the eight principle scenes in Buddha's inside lotus petals, the event is executed at
the base of the lotus peta l. The reliefs are executed not on the lotus petals but at the base of a
Maha Bodhi-Iike cedi in the middle of the lotus bud. Although the lotus buds are not done the
same, the nativity scenes on both are the same. Maha Maya holds the sal branch with her left
as well as her right hand. The features face front and stand in tribhanga form. She has a small
waist, full breasts and the clothes cling to the body. Because of space, Pajapati is not included.
In Dhammacakka mudra, only the Bodhisatta is seen on the tip of Maya's right waist in
pallankasana with both hands at chest. Maya holding the sal branch with both hands is not
usually found in Myanmar but in nativity scenes ofVaranasi, Sarnath, and Bodhgaya in India,
Bangladesh and Nepal.

In Bagan period, several nativity scenes are also portrayed in mural paintings.
Unfortunately, many of them have become blurred and damaged. In the remaining paintings of
the nativity scene can be seen in Lokahteikpan, Pathothamya and Nandamanya temples. The
paintings of nativity scenes arc presumably based on the stone carvings as they look the same.
Because it is painting and as the art ist could create to his liking, it is quite obvious that the
clothes are done in accordance with the fashion and design of that period. Although Bagan
period artists are talented in art, they lack the skill in drawing feet. In Lokahteikpan, like in
other stone carvings, Maha Maya and Pajapati stand 011 a lotus round pedestal in tribhanga
position and their hand gestures are the same. Pajapati holds a yak tail whisk which is quite
unusual. Both Maha Maya and Pajapati ' s full breasted but the artist made Maha Maya breast
fuller than Paja pati's so as to indicate the condition of a new mother full with milk naturally.
Both have small waists. Their facial features are slightly smiling. Although Pajapati face front
Maha Maya turns her face towards the Bodhisatta. Maha Maya' s feature looks more Indian
than Pajapati, The lower garments of Maha Maya and Pajapati are of thin material and the
design is also simple. On the right hip of Maha Maya, the Bodhisatta sits cross-legged in
Dhammacakka mudra. Next , the Bodhisattva is seen standing on a lotus pedestal over six
kalasa pots one on top of each other. As if the Bodhisaua had already become Buddha, the hair
is knotted on the head. After that Sakka pouring authentic water over the Bodhisaua , a dcva
blowing a trumpet, another beating a drum and blessing, and Brahma holding an umbrella
above the head can be seen. An unusual fact is that instead of the four Brahmas receiving the
Bodhisatta with a golden net they hold small vessels in their hands. Likewise, each of the four
catumaharajas and humans hold a small vessel in their hands. Here it diverged from the
carving from Ananda temple. Probably it was the artist imagination of the varied offerings to
the Bodhisatta in various ways. At the right side of Pajapati, a handmaid tums slightly towards
her so as to offer any help needed. The formation of this nativity scene is perfect and includes
all necessary points. The depiction of the nativity scene in Lokahteikpan looks similar to the
painting on palm leaf from Bihar in India. Maha Maya looking sideways at the Bodhisatta,
Pajapati holding a yak tail whisk, their waistbands and their smiling features look very much
the same as the one from Bihar. In the one from Bihar the fact that a deva receiving the
Bodhisatta with his hands from the tip of Maha Maya' s right hip and a pot to pour authentic
water at the base of her right foot are not seen in Pyu and Bagan period nativity scenes. More

1 Also in India there are bronze lotus flower repousse.
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Moreover the Bodhisatta portrayed without any clothing, which is in accordance with natural
childbirth, differs from the Pyu and Bagan depictions. In later part of Bagan the nativity scenes
the Bodhisatta is portrayed naturally without any clothes at birth.

In Pahtothamya, the nativity scene if compared with the one in Lokahtcikpan the
workmanship is of low quality. The headdress of Mahan Maya differs from the one in
Lokahteikpan. The breasts of Maha Maya and Pajapati are not full but their waists are small.
Pajapati holds a yak tail whisk in her right hand. The patterns on the clothes are of simple
design. The waistbands arc decorated with lotus petals. They seem to be smiling but their
facial features do not look Indian. The Bodhisatta stands a little further on the right side of
Maha Maya. Unlike in Lokahteikpan the Bodhisatta does not have a hair knot but wears a
headdress, which is appropriate for a Bodhisatta. Although Hle productive arrangement it does
not come up to the standard of the one in Lokahteikpan, scholars assert that the nativity scene
in Pahtothamya is the earliest among the depictions (Than Tun 2002, 34).

The nativity scene painting from Nandamanya when compa red with the one in
Lokahteikpan, the work is done later. Although this painting could be compared to the one in
Lokahteikpan, the composition is not up to the standard. In Lokahtcikpan, Brahmas, dcvas and
human figures are included in the nativity scene but in Nandamanya, they are painted below.
In this picture the headdresses of Maha Maya and Pajapati do not look the same as in the
painting of Lokahteikpan but similar to the ones in Pahtothamya. Paj apati encircling the waist
of Maha Maya with her right hand in support also is also similar to the bronze carving of
nativity scene. Their breasts are not buxom but their waists are made small. The facial feature
of Malia Maya looks more Indian than Pajapati. The designs on the clothing are painted in
detail. Apart from their headdresses the clothing look quite the as commo ners attire. Unlike in
the stone carvings courtly bearing is not found. One point that is found accordance in all the
nativity scenes of the Bodhisatta is that hath Maha Maya and Pajapati' s faces are smiling
slightly. The Bodhisatta is seen at the right of Maha Maya standing on a lotus with hair knotted
at the center top of head. Beautiful acanthus scrolls designs can be seen in this picture. The fact
that Brahmas, devas and humans are painted below could be an innovation of the artist.
Probably the artist wanted to place emphasis on Maha Maya and Pajapati in the picture. A lot
of white has been used in the nativity scene in Nandamanya so the colours arc quite
remarkable.

Conclusion

Looking at the nativity scenes of Pyu and Bagan periods it could be said that the art
arrived to Pyu and Bagan area along with Buddhi sm from India. In India, the nativity scenes
were portrayed since 300 B. C. sculptures as bull figure, lotus flower, footprints, Maha Maya
alone, standing and holding the branch of sal tree, etc. In fact, accord ing to the faith of
Theravada Buddhism it is thought not appropriate to make the figure of a deity in human form.
Later when Mahayana sect appeared revering Gotam a Buddha as amentor was changed to
venerating an everlasting god possessing super natural powe r. From then the tradit ion of
making Buddha images appeared. The Greeks in Northern India influenced in the making of
Buddha images. As the Greeks are skillful in making human figures, Buddhism materialized
primarily in Greek fashion in Gandhara area . Therefore, western style dominates the nativity
scene in Gandhara; espec ially human nature is fully carried out. Facial features, body structure,
attire and hairstyle are not Indian. When the Greeks started to make the nativity scene, Maha
Maya was portrayed standing in Lumbhini garden holding the branch of sal tree and the
Bodhisatta coming out from the right side of the waist. Probably because the Bodhisatta
entered as a white elephant through the right side of Maha Maya in the dream, the Bodhisatta
was made to come out of the right side in the birth scene. This fact is in accordance with the
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notion of both Mahayana and Theravada Buddhism. However, in Theravada Buddhism it is not
mentioned from which section of waist Maha Maya gave birth or how the Bodhisatta was born.
In Mahayana Buddhism, it is mentioned clearly that Maha Maya gave birth from the right
waist, Thus it could be said that the Greeks executed the nativity scene as desired by the
Mahayanists (Myint Aung, 1979. 172). In Gandharan nativity images, half of the Bodhisatta's
figure can be seen coming out from the tip ofMaha Maya's right waist. Although Indian, Pyu
and Myammar artists executed the nativity scene in phases, none had the half-protruding figure
of the Bodhisalla from the waist of Maha Maya. In the votive tablets of eight principal scenes
in Pyu and Bagan periods, Indian influence is wholly obvious. In another way the mold for
making votive tablets were probably brought from India. Votive tablets carved from steatite
stone were found in Rakhine, middle of Myanmar and other places in the world. The mode of
sculpture and construction of figures do not differ from the ones found in Bagan. Some
sandstone carvings and mural paintings are not free from Indian influence. A point agrees that,
in nativity scenes of Pyu and Bagan, both Maha Maya and Pajapati wear headdresses. The
ones found in Andhara in India, Boddhagaya, Lumbhini garden and Bihar also wear
headdresses. Therefore, in executing nativity scenes the Pyu and Bagan artists imitated the
works of Gandhara and Gupta in India which was based on the notion of Mahayanists making
as much in accordance with their own nature.
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